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Orbital motion of electrons Spin of electrons

Due to Electrons

Small effect

Atomic origin of magnetic moments 

This is classical way of looking 

at a quantum effect ! 

The magnetic moment due to spin is equal to the magnetic moment due to orbital 

motion (in the first Bohr orbit) and is approximately expressed in terms of the Bohr magneton 

(B): 
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i) Nuclear spin (which is slow and has a small contribution to the overall magnetic effect) 

Note: at very low temperatures magnetism due to nuclear spin may become important 

ii) Spin of electrons 

iii) Orbital motion of electrons around the nucleus 



Understanding magnetism (and formulating theories) to understand the effects observed: 

 Direct coupling → Moments (spin, orbital motion, nuclear) localized to an atom and their 

direct interaction with moments in neighbouring atoms 

 Mediated interaction →Moments (magnetism) arising from itinerant electrons in the bands 

of metals (with the possibility of mediation of interaction via free electrons). 

 Superexchange → Local magnetic moments interacting with other local moments via the 

mediation of non-magnetic elements (super-exchange)  e.g. antiferromagnetism in MnO. 

Fundamental components 

of Magnetism
Magnetism of

Solids

e.g. Giant Magnetoresistance
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, ,Electron Electron Nucleus

Orbit Spin Spin  

Magnetism of Atoms
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From magnetism of the fundamental components to magnetism of devices 
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Other  parameters to comprehend magnetism in solids: 

 Effect of external magnetic fields  

(Diamagnetism and Pauli paramagnetism are effects of external magnetic fields and do not 

arise independently from fundamental atomic entities) 

 Effect of temperature  

(Ferromagnets can become paramagnets. Alignment of magnetic moments in a paramagnet 

due a field is thermally assisted) 



Thank You 


